


The rapid increase in remote workers has expanded the attack surface of 

companies in novel ways

The dramatic expansion of teleworking by organizations of all types and can be 

readily seen in the 41% increase in remote desktop and 33% increase in enterprise 

VPN use observed since the start of 20201. This work from home paradigm means 

people are combining aspects of their personal technology with workforce tools on a 

pronounced basis. This raises new questions about the security of the tools people 

across the world use to connect to vital workplace systems and data.

As a result, there will be changes in the way in which users access services, and from 

where their hosts access those services. It is important for an organization to 

understand what those changes could be and how they impact their environment by 

having visibility to remote connectivity from users to internal systems. But while 

much of changes in remote access will be expected and thus closely monitored, it is 

just as important to look for the access that is unexpected. This could be anything 

from an uptick of users leveraging personal cloud storage to a server administrator 

leveraging remote access tools to create a direct connection to systems. These all 

will be cases of users adapting to new ways to perform their duties, but they also 

create an unexpected attack surface.

This new paradigm has already led to an increase in cyber attacks. 

Metabase Q is here as your partner to help you design and manage your optimal 

system to stay safe in the future. 



• External attack surface

• Internet operations management and cloud governance 

• Vulnerability management and penetration testing

• Internal attack surface

• Devices and users

• Endpoint management and control

• Mobile security

• Remote user protection

• Network detection and response across on-premise and cloud 

• Zero-trust authentication platform 

• Privileged access management 

• Application protection and testing 

• Detection and monitoring

• SOC-as-a-Service

• Security orchestration and automation

• Email

• Anti-phishing

• People

• Remote Work security training 



// Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) and other remote access tools

RDP is a Microsoft-based service that allows users to remotely connect to and 

control a computer. It provides a screen share that is as if you were sitting in front of 

that computer’s monitor. RDP is a useful program but was never intended to be 

public-facing. Unfortunately, users commonly open their computers up to the world 

on RDP to get business done, or mistakenly expose their laptops when their endpoint 

firewall is misconfigured. 

RDP is one of the most common entry points for ransomware. Several variants 

specifically target RDP, including SamSam, CRYSIS, and LowLevel04.

While we are focused on RDP here, any remote access protocol requires similar 

surveillance and remediation steps. Users may also take it upon themselves to install 

3rd party applications and use non-corporate remote access tools such as 

GoToMyPC, Teamviewer and VNC. 

What can we do?

✓ Understand your internet attack surface with daily updated data

✓ Don’t permit RDP or other remote access tools to be public facing. Block at the 

port/protocol level via the machine build and the endpoint firewall 

✓ Enforce login attempt lockouts

✓ Implement multifactor authentication, even for user workstations 

✓ Automate detection of suspicious remote desktop connections via machine 

learning models to identify unusual host and client combinations 

✓ Ensure no employees are using unauthorized software via strict endpoint 

management



// Cloud Storage and Databases

Use of unapproved cloud storage may create regulatory and compliance issues and 

make it more difficult to detect its use by attackers for data exfiltration. It is possible 

there will be heavier use of cloud-based storage (OneDrive, Google Drive, etc.) rather 

than corporate file servers to share information. This means more valuable 

information could be placed into cloud storage than would have with most workers 

on-prem. 

Furthermore, with the ease and cheapness of cloud services, its easier than ever for a 

developer to pull out a credit card and stand up a database in an IP space that isn’t 

monitored by his organization. Test databases often use production data, resulting in 

huge volumes of data that can be exposed in minutes. 

What can we do?

✓ Understand your cloud instances and associated exposures via daily updated 

data, including shadow IT from employees’ standalone instances 

✓ Secure your cloud infrastructure – see behaviors across hybrid and multicloud

deployments

✓ Secure your SaaS applications – detect and stop account takeover in Office 365 

by understanding attacker behavior and account privilege 

✓ Scan your internet footprint to see if any database servers are exposed 

✓ Investigate employees’ usage of file-sharing systems for potential exfiltration 

behavior 

✓ Perform penetration testing and vulnerability scanning to detect any deeper 

vulnerabilities



// Extend authentication and security policies for any user, device or resource

Historically, many corporations had a clear perimeter with a single-entry point 

protected by multifactor or VPN access. However, cloud, IoT and personal devices 

are changing our enterprise networks and erasing their perimeters. This trend is only 

exasperated by remote workers.  In this new reality, enterprises must verify users’ 

identities and control their access across all resources and environments – not only 

at the gateway. 

Additionally, enterprises must ensure that any BYOD or contractor devices connecting 

are adequately secure.

What can we do?

✓ Enforces secure authentication on any system, user or device, on-premise or in 

the cloud – without software agents, proxies or code

✓ Implement privileged access management to enforce least privilege principles

✓ Protect privileged access, service accounts, and interfaces that can bypass agent-

based MFA solutions (like PSExec)

✓ Monitor network traffic to understand behavior of users, hosts and services in 

network, cloud or SaaS applications to detect privilege abuse 

✓ Ensure BYOD or contractor connections over VPN are secure – integrate with 

organizations VPN software to initiate a scan of remote system processes for 

known malware prior to connection

✓ Analyze endpoint activity via an endpoint detection and response tool 



// Email security

Phishing campaigns are a threat for all employees whether they are based in-house or 

remote, but for workers who are unused to working ‘home alone’ and are now dealing 

with an increase in email and other text-based communications, it can be easier for 

them to lose perspective on what is genuine and what is a scam. In particular, with a 

rise in malspam playing exactly on fears of Coronavirus from the “usual suspects” 

like Emotet and TrickBot, remote workers need to be extra-vigilant.

What can we do?

✓ Deploy proactive phishing defenses to stop phish across email, social, web and 

network attack vectors 

✓ Avoid Business Executive Compromise phishing attacks – automated detection 

of inbound email that purports to be from an executive, employee or domain that 

is at risk for impersonation combined with sender, domain and content analysis 

✓ Train your employees remotely on key phishing risks related to remote work 



// Current tools may not be configured for remote work and new BYOD devices may 

be present

With the rise of work-from-home strategies, many enterprises will face issues as 

unprecedented pressure is placed on critical IT infrastructure required for business 

operations, but also for delivering patches remotely.

Furthermore, workers may be connecting to your network with different devices, 

including mobile phones.

What can we do?

✓ Work with your team to adjust your VPN configuration to best optimize for 

security visibility

✓ Deploy mobile security across your employees devices to protect against device 

and network zero-day attacks 

✓ Protect endpoints with a solution that acts locally on the device 

✓ Enforce device control via endpoint management to disable use of USBs or other 

peripheral devices across your endpoints
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